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DeltaTrayThames
The DeltaTray Thames shower tray formers have been developed to 
create elegant and luxurious wetrooms. The versatility of the components 
satisfies all possible bathroom layouts providing a totally waterproof 
solution. They are designed for installations that are to be finished with 
natural stone, ceramic or porcelain floor tiles.

Installation Guide With Centre or Offset Drain

Clear the working area from loose debris 
and grease. Place DeltaTray onto floorboard/
chipboard to allow marking out of the tray 
perimeter onto the floor. When setting out the 
position of the tray it is important to remove 
the floorboard/chipboard past the edge of 
the tray and back to the centre of the next 
joist. Check that the position of the drain does 
not conflict with joists below the floorboard/
chipboard.

If the drain conflicts with a joist or other 
obstruction, the tray sides can be trimmed to 
alter the drain position. Refer to trimming your 
DeltaTray for details.

With the tray position marked out, the 
floorboard/chipboard can now be removed. 
Following the markings on the floor cut 
through the floorboard using an electric saw. 
Check the saw blade is set to the correct 
depth to avoid damage to the existing joists 
or any pipework/electrical cables which may 
be concealed below. 

NOTE: Check the planned position of the 
drain body is free of obstruction.

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

Please note that the DeltaTray Thames is NOT designed for use with:-
Tiles that are less than 8mm thick
Tiles that are less than 20mm x 20mm
Vinyl floor coverings
Solvent based adhesive
Ready mixed adhesive paste
For use with mobility shower chairs and wheelchair access tiles must be no smaller than 150mm x 150mm

Fall to drain -16mm (27mm Tray)

*Illustration not to scale

27mm Tray

Fall to drain -11mm (22mm Tray)

*Illustration not to scale

22mm Tray

Tray  Depth Options

Fall to drain -19mm (30mm Tray)

*Illustration not to scale

30mm Tray

Using DeltaTray Thames for your wetroom project provides versatility of installation. The 
easy to cut base allows the tray edges to be trimmed to suit site conditions providing 
complete flexibility, allowing the drain position to be altered avoiding obstruction from the 
floor joists. 

The Thames trays are available in thicknesses 
of 22mm and 27mm depending on size of tray 
used. Overlaying the surrounding floor area 
with DeltaBoard will create a level access, 
tile ready, waterproof and thermally insulated 
wetroom floor. Thermal insulation will optimise 
the performance of any electrical underfloor 
heating system installed onto your wetroom 
floor. 

It is very important that you fully read through 
these instructions to familiarise yourself with 
processes and requirements set out before 
commencing installation of your Delta Tray 
Thames.
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To allow support of the drain fitting aid and 
the drain body, construct a platform to suit 
the waste position in the tray. Using screws 
and glue, securely fix 50mm x 25mm timber 
battens to the floor joists then fix a 25mm 
marine plywood supporting base onto the 
battens.

NOTE: 25mm plywood must be used 
throughout installation of the DeltaTray.

The drain fitting aid is 100mm deep (80mm 
deep if using shallow drain) and it is important 
when setting out the supporting platform to 
allow for the thickness of the fitting aid to 
finish flush with the top of the floor joists.

Once the platform is installed, place the drain 
fitting aid and drain body into position. Using 
1½“ ABS fittings, fix the waste pipe into the 
drain body using a suitable solvent weld.

It is important at this stage to check for any 
leaks, as you may not be able to return to this 
assembly at a later date.

NOTE: Before any glue is applied, the 
position of the drain fitting aid must be 
checked by placing the DeltaTray in place.

STEP 4 STEP 5 STEP 6

With the structural platform complete it is 
important to check the alignment of the drain 
body and the drain aperture in the DeltaTray. 
Make sure they are perfectly aligned and if 
necessary adjust accordingly. The DeltaTray 
should now fit onto the newly created 
platform but sit slightly proud of the remaining 
floor area. During preparation of the floor area, 
excess floorboard/chipboard may have been 
removed back to the next joist centre. This 
can be backfilled using marine plywood at the 
necessary thickness to suit.

Depending on the DeltaTray thickness, 
the height difference between tray and 
the surrounding floorboards can vary. This 
difference will be made level at a later stage 
by fixing DeltaBoard over the surrounding 
floor area.

STEP 9

With the drain body and waste route now 
installed and tested, a structural platform to 
support the DeltaTray can be fitted. DeltaTray 
is not designed to span across joists, 
therefore it is essential that the entire base of 
the DeltaTray is supported by a structurally 
stable surface. This is achieved by securely 
fixing 50mm x 25mm timber battens set 
25mm below the top of the joists. The battens 
should be fixed using glue and screws to the 
supporting joists. 

STEP 7 STEP 8

The drain fitting aid is designed to allow it to 
be cut to suit the position required.

Example of drain fitting aid alteration.

Cut here Place cut 
part here

With the battens secured, a 25mm thick 
plywood support platform must be placed 
between the joists to support the entire base 
of the DeltaTray. The 25mm plywood should 
be screw fixed to the 50mm x 25mm timber 
battens and should finish flush with the top of 
the floor joists. 

Place the stainless steel cover plate over the 
void in the drain fitting aid.

Cover plate
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With care place the DeltaTray into the 
adhesive. Make sure the rubber seal of the 
drain remains firmly seated on the drain body. 
Apply moderate pressure to the entire surface 
of the tray and around the drain aperture, 
making sure there are no hollow spots 
beneath the tray.

Using a spirit level make sure the DeltaTray is 
perfectly flat and level around perimeter. If the 
DeltaTray is set out of level, water will not flow 
to the drain correctly.

Using the securing tool supplied with the 
drain, screw the threaded waste collar into the 
drain body before the adhesive hardens. Care 
must be taken to fully tighten the assembly 
to ensure a watertight seal is achieved.  The 
securing tool should be left within the drain 
body at this stage to protect against debris 
falling into the drain during tiling and grouting.

With the DeltaTray fixed into the adhesive, 
the surrounding floor area can now be 
overlaid with DeltaBoard. It is very important 
that the existing floorboard/chipboard must 
be securely fastened to the joists using 
suitable screws. If previously fixed with nails, 
additional screws should still be used. 

DeltaBoard is available in a wide range 
of thicknesses, however 6, 10 or 12.5mm 
DeltaBoard is usually sufficient to level the 
surrounding floor to the tray. DeltaBoard can 
be dry fixed directly to wooden floors using 
35mm diameter PCS washers or if preferred, 
using cement based rapid setting flexible tile 
adhesive.

If the DeltaBoard is to be installed using 
a dry fix method, PCS washers should be 
positioned at approx. 200mm centres. It is 
important to use the correct length of screw to 
avoid penetration of the floorboard/chipboard 
when fixing the DeltaBoard in place.

The boards should be positioned in a brick 
bond fashion to stagger joints and checked 
to ensure there are no hollow spots beneath 
the boards. Hollow spots can be corrected by 
adding additional PCS washers and screws. 
We recommend levelling any unevenness of 
the surface using a cement based, flexible 
self-levelling compound prior to tiling.

If using a cement based adhesive to fix the 
DeltaBoard, the existing floor surface must 
be primed with a suitable floor primer (refer 
to adhesive packaging for instruction.) Apply 
a solid bed of adhesive using a thick bed 
notched trowel and firm down the DeltaBoard 
into the adhesive bed.
The boards should be laid in a brick bond 
fashion to stagger joints and checked to 
ensure all boards are level. 

NOTE: It is important to apply joint bridging 
mesh or waterproofing tape to all joints and 
abutments prior to tiling.
Ready mixed or solvent based tile adhesive 
MUST NOT be used.

STEP 10 STEP 11 STEP 12

STEP 13 STEP 14 STEP 15

With the installation of the supporting platform 
fully prepared and all checks complete, 
the DeltaTray can now be fixed into place.  
DeltaTray is permanently fixed in place using 
a good quality, cement based rapid setting 
flexible tile adhesive. Apply the adhesive with 
a thick bed notched trowel to the area where 
the DeltaTray is to be placed.

Make sure adhesive is applied over the 
stainless steel cover plate. When applying the 
adhesive around the drain it is important to 
leave a 10mm gap between the adhesive and 
the main rubber seal of the drain body.

NOTE: Should any adhesive come into 
contact with the rubber seal of the drain 
body, remove seal immediately and clean 
thoroughly with water before continuing.
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 Waterproofing & Joint Bridging
DeltaTray and DeltaBoard are waterproof elements manufactured ready to receive the application 
of tiles and do not require additional surface preparation. However it is essential that all joint 
and abutments in areas subject to moisture and water ingress must be bridged with a suitable 
waterproofing system prior tiling. 

We highly recommend that all walls in the 
shower area are lined with DeltaBoards, 
creating a completely insulated, waterproof 
solution ready for the application of tiles.

Apply a 5mm bead of DeltaSeal where the 
DeltaTray meets the walls, and also at internal 
walI to wall joints within the shower zone. If 
there are any joints or gaps greater than 5mm 
wide we recommend filIing the gaps with a 
cement based tile adhesive before applying 
DeltaSeal.

Using a suitable brush or roller, apply a thin 
coat of PCS Waterproofing Paste no thicker 
than 1/2mm over alI floor and wall joints to 
be sealed. The special pre mixed paste is 
designed to be applied sparingly so avoid 
applying this paste in heavy layers. 

The paste should be applied approximately 
25mm wider than the Fleece Tape. Bed the 
fleece tape into the wet paste, starting with 
the pre-fabricated corner tape first, making 
sure that no air pockets remain under the 
tape. 

For all remaining joints, cut the tape roll to the 
required length allowing the tape to overlap 
any previously fitted tape by a minimum of 
50mm. 

Make sure that all tape is bedded into the wet 
paste. When the first coat of paste has dried, 
a second and final coat of paste must be 
applied over the taped joints. 

Internal Corners x2 Pipe Collar x2 DeltaSeal Fleece Tape Waterproofing 
Paste

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3

DeltaWaterproofing 

Kit Contents
STEP 4
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Your DeltaTray can be trimmed enabling the tray to be altered slightly to suit 
installation tolerances and also to overcome issues that may arise if the drain 
position becomes obstructed by joists under the floor. Trimming the tray will 
reduce the thickness of the tray on the sides that are to be trimmed. It is very 
important that after trimming, the cut sides of the tray are not reduced by more 
than 2mm of the original tray thickness.

The maximum length that the tray sides can be trimmed varies greatly and is dependent on factors such as tray thickness, tray 
size and drain position. Using the chart and following the example set out below you will be able to calculate the maximum cut 
length that can be trimmed off each side of your DeltaTray.

Identify the tray thickness, measure the side to be trimmed from the tray edge to the edge of the grate housing frame, multiply this 
measurement by the corresponding figure in the chart below. This calculated figure is the maximum length that can be trimmed 
from the tray.

Tray Thickness Multiply Your Measured Distance By

22mm x 0.18

27mm x 0.125

Side 1 can be trimmed up to 122mm (678 x 0.18 = 122mm)

Side 2 can be trimmed up to 68mm (378 x 0.18 = 68mm)

Side 3 can be trimmed up to 68mm (378 x 0.18 = 68mm)

Side 4 can be trimmed up to 68mm (378 x 0.18 = 68mm)

Side 1 can be trimmed up to 134mm (1077 x 0.125 = 134mm)

Side 2 can be trimmed up to 47mm (378 x 0.125 = 47mm)

Side 3 can be trimmed up to 47mm (378 x 0.125 = 47mm)

Side 4 can be trimmed up to 47mm (378 x 0.125 = 47mm)

Side 2.

Side 4.

Side 3.Side 1.

Shower Tray 1200mm x 900mm x 22mm

Factory Fitted Sealed Gasket

678mm 145mm 378mm

37
8m

m
37

8m
m

14
5m

m

Shower Tray 1600mm x 900mm x 27mm

Example 1 Example 2

How To Guide 
Trimming Your 

ThamesDeltaTray 

Side 2.

Side 4.

Side 3.Side 1. Factory Fitted Sealed Gasket

1077mm 145mm 378mm

37
8m

m
37

8m
m

14
5m

m

30mm x 0.10
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Setting Tiles To The Fitted Frame

Tiling Notes : Under Tile Heating

DeltaTray Thames shower tray formers have 
been designed with a height adjustable grate 
housing frame that provides great flexibility 
for the installer when applying tiles and 
installing electric under tile heating. 

The adjustable grate housing frame can be 
easily modified to suit tiles as thin as 8mm 
and up to 15mm thick. The frame can also be 
adjusted to accommodate electric under tile 
heating systems. 

DeltaGrates 
(Available As An Upgrade)

DeltaTrays and DeltaBoards are perfectly 
suitable for use with *electric under tile 
heating systems. We highly recommend the 
installation of electric heating systems into 
your newly created wetroom floor including 
installing the heating element directly onto the 
DeltaTray and into the “Shower Zone” adding 
that extra special touch of comfort. Heated 
floors will also speed up the drying of the floor 
after showering. *Only use electric heating 
systems that are rated IPX7 in wetroom 
environments. 

Fix tiles using a good quality, cement based, 
rapid setting, flexible tile adhesive. If using 
large format tiles, we recommend that you 
start by laying the tiles working from the 
corners of the fitted frame to the external 
corners of the tray carefully cutting the tiles to 
match the inbuilt falls in the Delta Tray.

Consideration must be given to the following 
when choosing tiles: For wheelchair access, 
tiles with a surface area no smaller than 
150mm x 150mm should be used, for bare 
foot traffic, tiles should be no smaller than 
20mm x 20mm mosaics. Complete the tiling 
of the floors and walls and grout the joints. 
Grouting should be carried out using a 
suitable waterproof cement or Epoxy grout. 

Note: Ready Mixed or Solvent based 
adhesives must NOT be used.
Take care when installing shower screens 
and shower hardware which will be required 
to complete your wetroom area.

The DeltaGrate Range consists of eight, elegantly 
styled, brushed stainless steel grates. 

DeltaTray drain kits include a standard stainless steel 
pressed grate to fit into the grate housing frame 
of your DeltaTray. The pressed grate provides an 
economical solution however upgrading the standard 
pressed grate to a DeltaGrate significantly improves 
the aesthetics of your newly created wetroom. 

Altair Grate - J0240 Sirius Grate - J0241 Cappella Grate - J0242 Atria Grate - J0243

Adhara Grate - J0244 Ascella Grate - J0245 Mizar Grate - J0246 Hadar Grate - J0247

Tile-Into Square Grate
Upgrade the shower grate to the 
Tile-Into Grate, giving your wetroom a 
flawless clean tiled finish.

J0248

7-9mm Tile

10
10-12mm Tile

13

13-15mm Tile

16

10mm Tile and Heated Cable

18

1 No. 8mm Spacer

2 No. 3mm Spacer

1 No. 3mm Spacer

16mm screw length.

16mm screw length.

12mm screw length

12mm screw length
Adhesive.

Tiled finish.

Adhesive.

Tiled finish.

Adhesive.

Tiled finish.

Heated cable
in screed.

Adhesive.

Tiled finish.

Spacer Kit:

4 x 8mm spacer
8 x 3mm spacer
4 x M4 x 16mm Stainless C/S Screws
4 x M4 x 12mm Stainless C/S Screws

Grate Housing FrameGrate

Tiled finish.
Adhesive.
Heating cable in screed.

Tiled finish.

Adhesive.

Tiled finish.

Adhesive.

Tile finish.

Adhesive.

Grate Housing Frame

Grate Housing Frame

Grate Housing Frame

10mm Tile and Heating Cable
Grate

Grate

Grate

8-10mm Tile

Rev.04
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